
Cats
Introduction
In this paper we will be discussing cats’s Habitats like
where they live and where they can be found. 2nd we will
be talking about what they look like, like their fur, color,
and even their tails. Lastly we will talk about what they
eat. So get ready for this info filled paper.

Habitat
In this Paragraph we will be talking about cats' habitats.
The first one we will talk about is Savanna. So there is a
special breed of cat called The Savanna Cat, their
habitat is in a Savanna Forest.
The 2nd habitat we will be talking about is a Open
Forest, and there lives a cat in a open forest called
Norwegian Forest Cat

This next habitat we will be talking about is Houses.
Houses are a great place to live because you don’t have
other animals trying to hunt you. A good house cat is a
Maine Coon The last habitat is a Mangrove
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Swamp/Forest. So a Mangrove is full of fish, And the cat
that lives here is The Fishing Cat

Appearance
In this section we will be talking about how they look.
First we will be talking about ear tufts. Ear tufts are
when the fur grows to the tip of the ears

The next appearance is the cat's size like if a cat is big
and chunky or as people like to call “Chonky” Or “Chonk”

But as much as we love a chunky cat it is unhealthy as
in anything being “chunky” The next appearance is
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being Cute. Cute is an opinion. So, I will be giving my
opinion on what I think is “Cute”. So the cutest cats in my
opinion are Scottish Folds, And Munchkin Cats, But I
found a Munchkin Scottish Fold

Isn't that the cutest thing ever?!
But anywho we are moving on to the last appearance
and it's pretty obvious but its “4 legs” All cats have four
legs right? NO, don't some cats have 3 legs or maybe
even 5? Now I'm not gonna put any pictures cause
y’know I don't wanna make anyone sad or anything like
that. But that's it for appearance so on to the next one.

Diet
A cat's diet is very simple, they’re meat eaters. So this
paragraph is going to be short. Cooked beef, chicken,
turkey and small amounts of lean deli meats are great
ways to give it.

Conclusion
So now we know the wonders that our little feline friends
hold. We found out what they look like. We learned about
their habitat and where they live. And lastly we talked
about what they eat, or their diet.
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